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Focusing on international policy, defense, cyber, intelligence, and 

homeland security, the new firm, Beacon Global Strategies (BGS), 

included experts from both the current and previous Presidential 

Administrations as well as Capital Hill.

With a desire to move to market quickly, the Firm had an aggressive 

launch schedule. The founders were already appearing on national 

news outlets and a public announcement of the firm was planned 

for September. The right corporate positioning and required 

infrastructure, such as a cohesive marketing and branding platform, 

needed to be solidified and in place before they could sign on 

clients. Assembling the team was one thing, formally launching a 

high-profile advisory group serving multinational corporations was 

quite another. 

For Philippe Reines and his Partners, the clock 

was ticking. In the Spring of 2013, Mr. Reines 

was part of a bi-partisan group forming a new 

consulting business. 

Opportunity with a Deadline Establish initial brand identity, 
position as leader in the 
marketplace and develop 
platform that communicates
the Firm’s expertise.

Goals for Growth



An Expert for the Experts

of former public servants selling their knowledge. Without a successful 

launch, business opportunities would be lost and momentum would falter. 

Mr. Reines recognized this danger and sought out Initial Design Group (ID) 

to assist.

ID was brought onboard in early-Summer 2013 after being referred to Mr. 

Reines by a previous client. One of the attractions of ID was its extensive 

experience working with high-profile entities and intimate knowledge in 

starting new ventures.  The first task was to create a company website. At 

first, BGS thought any website would do, so long as it listed the names of 

the founders and provided a phone number and address. After listening 

Launching a High-Profile
Business
There was no doubt that BGS’ founders could provide expertise at the highest 

levels. Current crises, such as the conflict in Syria and revelations about 

NSA intelligence gathering were areas where BGS could provide immediate 

value to potential clients. BGS’ founders had less expertise when it came 

to launching a new business and establishing name recognition in a high-

profile B2B environment.

To successfully introduce the firm, BGS’ founders needed to answer several 

crucial questions. What was BGS’ position in an already crowded market? 

How would potential clients find BGS? How could they rapidly establish 

credibility and brand presence so that BGS became more than another group 
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to BGS’ ambitious objectives and time-sensitive challenges, ID 

advised a more comprehensive approach. BGS was entering a 

sophisticated B2B market. Based on its previous experience, 

ID counseled that to succeed in this highly-competitive market, 

BGS needed to articulate a unique value and vision to its clients. 

Additionally, BGS needed a professional look from the outset; 

one that would build name recognition and establish credibility 

for the group beyond what its individual 

founders brought to the table. ID was 

able to talk strategy rather than simple 

website design.

BGS accepted ID’s input. With a target 

launch date of late-Summer, a plan was 

established in which ID would provide 

several services, including strategic 

market positioning, brand development 

and competitive analysis.

Following the successful website launch, BGS and ID continue 

their partnership with along with efforts to expand their online 

presence.  
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Turning an Idea Into a 
Reality
Less than six months after its formal launch, BGS now has several 

multinational companies as active clients. Additionally, helped by 

the name recognition and professional tone established through ID’s 

work, BGS has recruited some of the most sought-after experts in 

their field to build-out its team. Through ID’s work and strategic 

advice from the beginning of the launch, BGS was able to become 

an established player in its market in a fraction of the time it would 

have taken otherwise. Less than a year ago, BGS’ founders had 

not formalized their business concept. Now, they are a respected 

organization with a list of premier clients. Mr. Reines sums up the 

ID experience when he states, “I had a vision, but I couldn’t fully 

articulate it. You guys made it happen.”

For more, visit:

http://initialdesigngroup.com/case/a-global-perspective/

“Couldn’t be happier with the work, we love it! 

We are getting tremendously positive feedback. 

Again, thank you guys for the hard work. You not 

only met our ambitious deadline, you beat it.”

- Philippe Reines
  Managing Director
  Beacon Global Strategies
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